
hello.
This is Rrudi. We are an association of 
designers from different disciplines. 
Our common interest is the aesthetic 
manifestation of our visions in products.

Fascinated by form, color and 
materiality, Rrudi constantly reinvents 
himself. Rrudi’s objects form a perfect 
symbiosis of straight industrial design, 
modern art and creative courage.

We are inspired by every day items & 
situations as well as different Design 
tendencys from the past.



Rrudi manufactures mainly by hand and 
produces series, limited editions as well as 
unique pieces.

We are happy to work together with various 
experts in order to facilitate the diversity of our 
products. 

Rrudi’s products symbolize individuality, 
uniqueness and the joy of life, astonish the 
viewer and bring a smile to his face. They 
have a high emotional impact and partly also 
socially critical statements.

collections





work is over. Lean the tools against the wall and put 
your feet up. In terms of content, the collection deals 
with the changed working culture of today. 
Each object is limited to 100 pieces.

Rrudi    2018

material    ash wood, acrylic glass, LED
     foot switch, textilecable

edition    prototype + 100 + 3AP

signed	 	 		Rrudi,	Year,	certificate
  





“Schlaraffenland” features light objects inspired by the 
tale of cockaigne and the style of the radical design 
movement. The LED lamps come with a cable switch.

Rrudi  2018

material  painted plastic, LED

edition  unlimited

signed	 	 Rrudi,	Year,	certificate



get lit



‚get lit’ quotes the Pop Art movement, revisiting the style of classic 
neon signs featuring 21th century illustrations. The LED powered, 
handmade	light	objects	are	infinitely	dimmable	via	remote	
control and connected by 3 meters of textile cable. 

The collection is limited to 100 pieces per motif!

Rrudi  2018

material		 aluminium	profile,	MDF,	acrylic,	glass,	textile	cable,	LED

edition  prototype + 100 + 3AP

signed	 	 Rrudi,	year,	certificate

dimensions Watch Out  622 x 368 x 82 mm   
   Punani  378 x 571 x 82 mm
   Zeus  371 x 633 x 82 mm
   Beef   677 x 362 x 82 mm
   Egg   442 x 373 x 82 mm
   Cheesy  596 x 418 x 82 mm
   Snake  620 x 280 x 82 mm
   Okay  596 x 418 x 82 mm
   Banana  625 x 470 x 82 mm 







A tribute to the woman. 
For equal rights and against conventions.

Free The Nipple

material 
one LED light bulb (4W/220V), silicone

socket 
E27

dimensions 
55 x 55 x 110 mm

weight 
30 g





The Holy Nipple
matte

Ø 60mm

The Holy Nipple
matte

Ø 60mm

The Holy Nipple
shiny

Ø 60mm

The Holy Nipple
shiny

Ø 60mm


